
POV: Apple’s Mail Privacy 
Protection and The Loss  
Of The Email Open

In June, Apple stunned the world of email marketing with their Privacy Protection Update for Apple 
Mail.  With this update, due to release in September 2021, Apple iOS 15, iPadOS 15, macOS Monterey, and 
watchOS 8 Users can activate enhanced privacy protection by toggling on the update in their Apple Mail 
App. What exactly does this privacy update do? According the Apple release, “Mail Privacy Protection 
stops senders from using invisible pixels to collect information about the user. The new feature helps 
users prevent senders from knowing when they open an email and masks their IP address so it can’t be 
linked to other online activity or used to determine their location.” (Source: Apple Press Release).

At BioPharm Communications, we are working to quantify the impact for our customers and provide a 
path forward. 

Who is impacted?
• Apple Mail App Users who proactively toggle on “Mail Privacy Protection”

 ◦ Expect that 95% of Apple Mail Users will utilize this privacy feature

• Estimated ~50% Total HCP Universe 

What is the scale of the impact?
• According to an April 2021 study by Litmus, Apple Mail accounted for 46% of 3 Billion Email Opens 

between January – March 2021 (Source: Litmus). 

• BioPharm measured Email Opens by Email Client over the last 30 days and found that HCPs favor 
Apple Mail more than the general population with more than 60% of recent Email Opens occurring 
within Apple Mail. 

What is the impact email metrics?
• The Number of Opens, Time of Open, Location, and Device identification will all be rendered 

inaccurate, on the surface, due to Apple’s processing of tracking pixels and header information. 
Once Apple activates its “Mail Privacy Protection” service, iOS will privately load ALL images (where 
tracking pixels are stored and open information is generated) all while masking the end user’s mail 
activity. “Since Mail content may be loaded automatically after delivery, the time of Mail viewing will 
no longer be correct. And since that content is loaded without revealing people’s IP addresses and 
without detailed headers, the location and type of device reading the Mail aren’t revealed.” (Source: 
Apple Developer Conference transcript)
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https://www.apple.com/newsroom/2021/06/apple-advances-its-privacy-leadership-with-ios-15-ipados-15-macos-monterey-and-watchos-8/
https://www.litmus.com/blog/email-client-market-share-2021-q1/
https://developer.apple.com/videos/play/wwdc2021/10085/?time=744


What is left to measure? 
A LOT. While Email Opens have typically been the go-to KPI for email engagement, often they don’t 
ladder up to the strategic objectives behind a marketing program. With Apple’s privacy update, 
alternatives to Open Rates include:

• ROI 

• Clicks

• Conversions

How to Prepare?
• Filter. With Apple Mail potentially registering 100% Open Rates, it will be important to filter out 

“false” email opens and engagements so that clients receive an accurate account of how their 
marketing materials are performing, so they can invest in channels wisely. Independent of our channel/
deployment platforms, BioPharm maintains its own BOT filter which looks at a variety of datapoints 
(timestamp, number of clicks per HCP, ghost pixels, etc) to remove any suspected BOT traffic.  
BioPharm will adapt and test this filter to account for Apple’s Mail Privacy Protection Update. 

 ◦ Note: Once the filter is applied the initial Open from an Apple Mail user would be stripped from the 
data.  A second “legitimate” email open occurring on a secondary device or browser (Outlook App, 
Google Chrome, etc.) would pass through the filter and into the campaign response data.  This will 
not capture all legitimate opens but will provide additional data. 

• Measure. With Open Rates becoming a less reliable indicator of performance, marketers will need to 
analyze their historical data in order to measure success and plan for future campaigns, especially 
as they relate to subject line selection, creative preference, and proper send time. In addition, 
benchmarking open rates based on Operating System/iOS will become important in assessing the 
50%+ of target audiences who use Apple Mail.  Here at BioPharm we have 15+ years of HCP email 
response data to help inform a world without opens. A few options for defining your future audience 
include:

 ◦ Affinity Scores. BioPharm Affinity Data shows an HCP’s preference for Message Type (EFF vs MOA) 
and Channel (Email vs Direct Mail). 

 ◦ Activity Score.  BioPharm tracks HCP engagement to help identify higher-value targets as well as to 
maintain proper list hygiene and help identify HCPs for re-engagement programs.

• Increase Omnichannel Efforts. Channel variance is a critical component of omnichannel marketing. 
True omnichannel campaigns are designed using data to determine targeting, spend levels per target, 
message segmentation, and varied channels with coordinated delivery. Feeding promotional response 
data into client Sales Force Automations Systems (SFAs), like Veeva, to drive appropriate action by 
sales representatives truly integrates all channels. (Source: Steven Carickhoff) 

• Redefine Traditional KPIs. Measuring omnichannel requires us to look past line-item channel 
performance. Reporting and optimization should be organized to help demonstrate the value of each 
tactic and the engagement it drives. This can be done through an HCP Impact Score™. In this model, 
each tactic is assigned a value based on message and depth of engagement to determine a total 
“achievable score.” The greater the channel variance, the higher the achievable score becomes. As 
assets push into market and HCPs engage, each tactic engagement is scored and weighted. At the 
end of the campaign, the total value of engagements is measured against total targets to provide the 
“earned score” achieved. Experience has demonstrated that higher HCP Impact Scores are an effective 
leading indicator of ROI. (Source: Steven Carickhoff)

• Diversify Email Journey Models. Using promotional response data to fuel the next message or 
channel in a journey is a great way to walk HCPs through the brand story and build toward a goal. 
Going into the future, these journeys will still be vital to omnichannel marketing plans, but may be 
triggered based on click activity from Emails and Banners or informed delivery for Direct Mail vs Email 
Opens.

While the future of Email Open Rates may seem uncertain, the potential impact of Email and Omnichannel 
Marketing on HCPs remains the same: informative, essential, and measurable.  
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